Four reasons to upgrade from MIMEsweeper for
SMTP to the Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway
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Exclusive trade-in deals, available only to you.
As an existing Clearswift MIMEsweeper for
SMTP customer special upgrade terms are
available to you. Plus, we will provide all
the tools and advice you need to make
the move from MIMEsweeper for SMTP to
the Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway,
smooth and uncomplicated.

To find out about the great offers
available call your Clearswift Catalyst
Partner Reseller:
http://www.clearswift.com/partners/finda-partner

‘I would strongly recommend the Gateway as it is very easy to setup and
configure. The interface is very user friendly and provides all the necessary
features required in the mail content filtering software. The pre and post
sale support is fantastic. Also the license cost is great compared with the
competitors.’ Ahsan Bhatti, Team Leader Messaging - Fujitsu Australia and New Zealand
Simplify infrastructure, protect information, reduce costs
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Reduce your footprint to save on space, power and cooling.
Simplifying your MIMEsweeper for SMTP
multi-server deployment down to a single
appliance immediately saves you space,
power and cooling costs in your datacenter.
The Clearswift Email Gateway is a
completely self contained security package,
comprising of every component you need to
operate a highly secure and resilient email
security gateway.

Choose from a pre-built hardware appliance,
create your own appliance by installing our
complete software image on your existing
hardware, or if you’re “virtualizing” the
Clearswift Email Gateway is supported on
VMware ESX and Microsoft Hyper-V - cutting
costs even further.
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Simplify email operations, focus on what matters.
The Clearswift Email Gateway makes
full use of process automation to reduce
the time required for repetitive
administration tasks.
Designed to simplify operations it enables
you to focus on the more important aspects
of your IT infrastructure.

Automated operational processes include:
• Consolidated management of messages,
reporting and policy.
• End-user spam management (option).
• Auto-updating anti-virus and
anti-spam protection.
• Scheduled back-ups and reporting, with
automated distribution and more...
This all comes in an intuitive easy to use
management framework that shares a
common user interface with the Clearswift
Web Gateway. This makes administration
easier and less costly if you opt to
operate both solutions for unified security
risk management.

‘We needed a robust, reliable, flexible and scalable solution to handle increased
email volume with varied policies. Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway provides
the solution. A simple interface and easy configuration, increased speed and
better malware protection...IT staff acceptance of the product has been very
good.’ Rob Grandcourt, Information Technology Security Analyst - Sunshine Coast Regional Council
Simplify infrastructure, protect information, reduce costs
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Consolidate protection to reduce cost.
With the Clearswift Email Gateway all the
database, security software, and email
management capabilities are included.
So you don’t need to run separate antivirus or anti-spam software, or maintain
multiple hardware server resources for
each component. This significantly reduces
operational costs when compared to more
traditional email software security solutions
like MIMEsweeper for SMTP.

And as every component in the Clearswift
Email Gateway is supported by Clearswift
you reduce the number of security vendors
you have to deal with, there is less
paperwork, less training and less complexity.

‘The Email Gateway has rock solid reliability and with online system and content
rule updates, the overhead of running this SMTP gateway is incredibly low. The
logging is excellent and provides a positive answer on what happened to every
email that has been processed by the device.’ Kevan Vanhoff,
Network Architect – GDAIS
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Comparing email solutions.
The Clearswift Email Gateway offers a significantly reduced Total Cost of Ownership yet
virtually the same functionality as MIMEsweeper for SMTP.
Feature

MIMEsweeper for SMTP

Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway

AD/LDAP integration

Yes

Yes

Automated delivery of reports

No

Yes

Bayesian filters

Yes

Yes

Built-in AV

No, customer chooses vendor

Supplied with Kaspersky AV

Built-in reporting

Yes

Yes

DB support

SQL Express, Server 2005 required

PostgreSQL database supplied

End user release

Yes

Yes

End user whitelist

Yes

Yes

Inbound file controls

Yes

Yes

Operating System support

Windows 2003/2008 OS required

Hardened Linux OS supplied

Outbound file controls

Yes

Yes

Real-time alerting

No

Yes

Reputation filters

With Edge server

Yes

RSS alerts

Yes

Yes

Signature filters

Yes

Yes

Spam URL DB

Yes

Yes

Virtualisation Support

VMware & Microsoft Hyper-V

VMware & Microsoft Hyper-V

Simplify infrastructure, protect information, reduce costs
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Clearswift committed to supporting your organisation.
Our aim is to ensure the smooth running
and high performance of all our customer’s
deployments. So we now offer direct
follow-the-sun customer support, 24 hours a
day 5 days a week, as standard. The results
speak for themselves:

* Results from 1,200 customer satisfaction
survey responses received between May and
October 2009.

• Initial response time – we met or
exceeded expectations at 93%*
• Overall response time – we met or
exceeded expectation at 90%*
• Technical ability - we met or exceeded
expectation at 96%*

‘The Email appliance is reliable, easy to maintain, and works as advertised.
However, there are always issues with technology and support is needed.
This is where Clearswift shines. The support team has always been prompt,
professional, and had the right answers. This is the Triple Crown for support
teams.’ Rodney Callen, IT Manager -Flavor Systems International
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SC MAGAZINE RATING
Features
Performance
Ease of use
Documentation
Support
Value for money

OVERALL RATING
For Peer grouping provides
centralised management,
excellent anti-spam and webfiltering performance, good value
for money.
Against Filtering policies initially
look complex, HTTPS scanning
costs extra.
Verdict A classy web content
and email security solution, well
suited to SMBs.

What the Press say:
SC Magazine ran a comparative review of the Clearswift
Email Appliance against 10 other vendors in March 2009. They
recommended the Clearswift Email Appliance ahead of them all
with a five star rating.
“Clearswift Web and Email offers a powerful web content
and messaging solution that delivers excellent filtering
performance, easy management and detailed reporting.”
“Each appliance can be managed separately, but its peer grouping feature allows both to be accessed from a single
web console.”
“Both appliances employ three-stage filtering policies that
unite content rules and routes to define what they should look
for, how to handle web or mail content that triggers a rule and
who should be notified.”
“Clearswift delivered excellent results, with the mail appliance
catching 98 per cent of all spam.”

‘Best Content Security’

Clearswift Web and Email appliances in SC Magazine
May 2009

What our customers say about Clearswift:
“Great machine, fast, reliable.”
Klaus Busshardt, IT Manager -IMS Connector Systems GmbH
‘Security Product
of the Year’

“We had been looking for an anti-spam solution that would
effectively protect us from flooding spam, globally and
selectively using various criteria. The Clearswift Email
Appliance fulfilled all our expectations with additional security
layer and effective email traffic analysis.”
Tomaž Gorjup, Studio Moderna d.o.o.
The Clearswift Email Appliance is easy to manage and
maintain; the spam filter is scalable and we appreciate the
LDAP integration. All in all Clearswift offers a good cost/
performance ratio.”
Tobias Blaslbauer, RAMPF Holding
“Out of the box it does what we want with very little
configuration.”
Nigel Taylor, IT Support Coordinator -The Consortium.

Get in Touch

Clearswift Ltd
1310 Waterside
Arlington Business Park
Theale
Reading
Berkshire
RG7 4SA
Tel : +44 (0) 118 903 8903
Fax : +44 (0) 118 903 9000
Sales: +44 (0) 118 903 8700
Technical Support: +44 (0) 118 903 8200
Email: info@clearswift.com

Simplify infrastructure, protect information, reduce costs
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